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Abstract 

Despite recent work demonstrated considerable advantages on many NLP tasks 
by pre-training on a large corpus of text and then fine-tuning on a specific task, 
this approach can hardly scale as it requires task-specific fine-tuning data for any 
new task and, unfortunately, this is also the case when it comes to adapt one model 
trained for a specific task and dataset to a new dataset. To address this problem, 
domain adaptation techniques aim to adapt models trained for a task on in-domain 
datasets to a target domain by using efficiently samples from the latter. On the 
contrary, domain generalization techniques aim to incentivate the model to learn 
domain-invariant features directly from in-domain data to generalize the model for 
any out-of-domain dataset, pushing to learn task-relevant features and preventing 
overfitting on in-domain data. We like to compare this approach the way humans 
learn a task, as they can generally perform the same task on different domains 
from only a few examples. However, domain generalization is often performed 
by augmenting in-domain data by applying semantic-preserving transformations 
to challenge the model during training, leveraging some kind of rules or domain 
knowledge. Contrarily, in this project our goal is to explore domain generalization 
techniques applied to question answering based on adversarial training without 
leveraging any set of rules or domain knowledge, but using adversarial terms to 
make more robust the regular loss with or without adopting task-agnostic critic 
networks. Such extremely general methodology does not suffer from the limitations 
of synonym replacement approaches and can be applied to other NLP tasks. Our 
best variant combines two different and complementary approaches of adversarial 
training on a DistilBERT baseline, achieving >3% F1-score improvement over the 
regular fine-tuning process, outperforming several other adversarial and energy- 
based approaches. 

1 Introduction 

Even though many deep learning models surpass human-level performance on tasks like question 
answering when evaluated on in-domain test-sets, they might perform relatively poorly on out-of- 
domain datasets. To solve this problem, domain adaptation techniques aim to use efficiently samples 
of the target domain, but still its effectiveness depends, although not linearly, on the number of 
out-of-domain samples available [HDB 19]. 

On the contrary, domain generalization techniques aim to generalize models by stimulating them to 
learn domain-invariant features directly on in-domain data through robust training methods such as 
adversarial training, which is the process of training a model to correctly perform the task on both 
unmodified examples and adversarial examples, improving both robustness to adversarial examples 
and generalization performance for original examples. While in computer vision adversarial pertur- 
bations can be applied directly on input images [GSS15], NLP typically adopts high-dimensional 
input one-hot vectors, which do not admit infinitesimal perturbations. This limitation motivated rule- 
based approaches [RSG18] or synonym replacement strategies [ASE* 18a] to generate adversarial 
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examples, which typically suffer from the intrinsic limitation of making the model more robust only 
against pre-defined transformations. 

In this work, we focus on domain generalization techniques applied to question answering without 
leveraging any prior linguistic or domain set of rules, defining adversarial perturbations on continuous 
word and positional embeddings instead of discrete word inputs, and experimenting adversarial terms 
with and without adopting task-agnostic critic networks. Based on these assumptions, we extend a 
DistiIBERT [SDCW20] baseline with the adversarial training approach described in [LKP19], where 

the model is incentivated to learn domain-invariant features from the embedding representations of 
tokens like [CLS] or [SEP] against a discriminator network trained to correctly classify the sample 
domain. We provide empirical evidence that such model suffers from vanishing gradient problems 
and, to fix such issue, we experiment Wasserstein GAN with gradient penalty (WGAN-GP) [ACB17], 
which is designed to address this problem in a different domain. We found this approach moderately 
successful achieving ~0.86 F1l-score improvement over the regular fine-tuning process, identifying 
the main limitation to overcome in future improvements. 

Moreover, we explore the adversarial training method to regularize supervised learning algorithms 
exposed in [MDG17] for text classification on LSTMs. This approach generates small adversarial 
perturbations of the embedding representations designed to significantly increase the loss and pre- 
tending the model handle them correctly. In addition, we experiment the related virtual adversarial 
training method [MiMKt 16, MDG17], which extends such idea to the semi-supervised regime and 
unlabeled examples. This is done by regularizing the model so that given an example, the model will 
produce the same output distribution as it produces on an adversarial perturbation of that example. 
Our variant based on the supervised approach achieves ~1.21 Fl-score improvement over the regular 
fine-tuning process, proving its effectiveness. Combined together with the previous adversarial 
training method through linear ensembling we achieve >3% F1-score improvement over the regular 
fine-tuning process, proving both their effectiveness and complementarity. 

Lastly, we explore energy-based models (EBMs) [LCH™ 06, Hin02] as a means for robust modeling. 
They require the definition of an energy function defined over the whole input sequence. Training 
EBMs aims at shaping the energy function such that regions of high density of training data points 
have lower energy than elsewhere. Specifically, shaping this energy function at training time might 
involve to identify the most offending incorrect answer (i.e. the answer that has the lowest energy 
among all the incorrect answers) and minimizing the difference between the energies of the correct 
answer and the most offending incorrect answer, penalized linearly when larger than a margin. We 
experimented such loss identifying a major limitation and modifying it with a contrastive term able to 
achieve a significant improvement. 

2 Related Work 

Generating adversarial samples at training time traditionally involved the application of semantic- 
preserving perturbations using a set of rules [RSG18], computing the nearest neighbors of selected 
words according to the distance in the GloVe embedding space [ASE* 18b], or various synonym 
replacement strategies [ASE 18a], and such approaches have been applied on tasks such as cross- 
domain universal dependency parsing [SMNM17], acronym identification [ZLZ*21] and question 
answering [RSG18, LKP19]. Synonym replacement strategies and semantically equivalent adversarial 
rules (e.g. What color— Which color) are effective for specific transformations and typically non 
redundant, but they are based on a predefined set of rules to replace specific words in sentences. On 
the other hand, in question answering we can challenge the model in many ways, including adding 
irrelevant details to the paragraph, and it is difficult to capture them all in predefined schemes. This 
limitation holds even stronger for approaches based on word replacement from word embeddings or 
WordNet [Mil95], where the semantic equivalence is not always guaranteed. Unlike those methods, 
we don’t leverage any linguistic or domain set of rules. 

Adversarial training was originally proposed [GSS15] for Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) 
applied to image generation. GANs have been experimented also in NLP, for example applied to text 
generation [YZWY17]. The same author co-developed the adversarial training technique described 
in [MDG17] for text classification on a LSTM-based architecture [GSO5], which has been applied to 

acronym identification [ZLZ*21], neural semantic parsers [HLQP21], neural machine translation 

[CJME20]. The related semi-supervised extension of such approach [MDG17] is based on the idea



of local distributional smoothness expressed in [MiMK™* 16]. Our extension to question answering of 
such approaches on transformers architectures removes some ingredients of the original recipe, e.g. 
we removed the embedding normalization after observing interfering with positional embeddings. 

EBMs [LCH*06, Hin02] in NLP have been applied to several tasks, including text generation 
[DBO* 20], text ranking [YF16], natural language understanding [HMXHA21]. 

3 Approach 

Baseline. The baseline system finetunes DistiIBERT [SDCW20] on all the training data. We 
report the performance of both DistilBERT finetuned only on train in-domain datasets (baseline) vs. 
finetuned on all the train datasets (baseline_ft) to estimate the finetuning gain. 

VAR-1. — ‘The first variation to our DistiIBERT baseline is the one described in [LKP19]. Let 

consider K in-domain datasets D = {Di}5,, each one consisting of triplets of passage c, question 

q, and answer y, i.e. Dj = (af, a a | where y(J) = (at, ef?) €N?. Each D; can be 
j=l 

considered a sample of size N; from the underlying domain population p;. Let consider a sampling 
procedure that first samples from a categorical variable | having uniform distribution over K classes, 
i.e. 1 ~ Ux, and then generates a data point by sampling from p;. We denote the related distribution 
as p, ie. (1,c,q, y) ~ p. Hence, the QA model is trained to minimize 

Loa = Ee esasa\cup [- log (Pstart (Ys | C,q; 9)) — log (Pend (Ye | C,q; 9))} (1) 

, where Petart, Peng are the softmax distributions for the start/end locations. To regularize the model 

with adversarial training, a discriminator Dady is trained to classify the joint embedding of question 
and passage from the QA model, denoted as E (c, q; 0) €R%, into the given K domains, minimizing 
the loss 

Lp = EG ea aiamp [= log (Daay (E (c, q; 0) ; ’),) (2) 

, where we denote with Dad (E (c,¢;9);@), the 1-th component of the (softmax) distribu- 
tion Dad (FE (c,q;9);¢). Adversarially, the QA model tries to maximize the entropy of 
Daav (E (ce, g; 9) ; @);, or equivalently tries to minimize the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence be- 
tween the uniform distribution over K classes and the discriminator’s prediction (and not just the 1-th 
component), i.e. 

Lapy = KL [Ux (-) || Dade (-)]- 

The full objective of the QA model is 

L(QA, Dadv; A) = Loat AL apy (3) 

where A controls the relative importance of the two objective terms. In our first sub-variation 
(var_1_base!), we adopt a discriminator based on a multilayer perceptron updating both the QA model 
and the discriminator at each iteration sampling with equal probability from the in-domain train sets as 
in [LKP19]. During experimentation, we noticed KL vanishing problems on £4 py and we adopted 
KL annealing [FLL* 19] to fix it (var_1_anneal!). We noticed that along with [CLS] token also the 

representation of [SEP] tokens can be extracted to feed the discriminator (var_1_anneal_sep_embed 

>), Also, we pushed to the extreme such approach, extracting not only the [SEP] and [CLS] tokens 
but also k random token representations from DistilIBERT (var_1_random_token?). 

VAR-2. The second variation (var_2_base”) adopts 

Lapv =—E(i,c,q,y)~p [log (1 _ Dadv (E (c, q; 0) 3 ¢)))| 

in equation 3, which is the experimental setting of the original GAN paper [GPAMT 14]. As last layer 
of the discriminator a sigmoid is adopted, ie. Dadv (E (c, 9; 9); ) = a (hg (E (c, g;8))), where hg 
  

‘Adapted code from the repository of [LKP19] to our baseline and datasets: https: //github.com/ 

seanie12/mrqa 

*Original part of our approach.



are the domain logits. At the begin of the training Daay (E (c, q; 9) ; ¢), 0, and it can be shown 
that the derivative of £.4py with respect to 0 is approximately 0, i.e. 

OLADV _ _y | o' (he (E (6% 9))), ho Ne) 
a9 oa? | To (he (E(c,4;8))); 08 

Ohg (E (c, q; 9 
= —E(i,c,q,y)~p [Daa (E (c, q; 0) 3 ¢), . ee) 

Hence, this variation was designed to be a confirmation of this problem, which was indeed observed. 

    

VAR-3. As we observed vanishing gradient issues, we experimented Wasserstein GAN [ACB17] 
with gradient penalty (var_3_base’), i.e. 

2 

Lp = —E(i,c,q,y)~p [Dadv (E (4; q;9) 5), | a Ap, l,c,q,y)~p [(IVeDaau (E (c, 4; 0) 3 P)lle — 1) 

Lavy = Evi .c,q,y)~p [Pace (BE (c, q; 9) 3 ?),] 

where Ap controls the straight of the penalty (we adopted Ap = 10, which usually works). Notice 
that in the gradient penalty term we did not use the the random interpolation distribution, as here we 
don’t have a generator. 

VAR-4. We applied the technique for generating adversarial samples in the embedding layer 
described in [MDG17]. We extend this approach from text-classification on LSTMs to question 
answering on DistilBERT, adding the following term to Lo, 

Lapy = = — log (P. start (ys|E (c, q; 0) + Tadv} 9)) ~~ log (Pend (ye|E (c, q 9) + Tadv} 9)) 

where E (c,q;0) € R¢ is the output of the embedding layer related to the passage c and the question 
q, while 

Tadv = arg min _log (Pstart (Ys | E (¢, 938) +173 0)) + log (Pena (Ye | E (c, 4; 6) +173 0)) 
|Irlles 

approximated as 

Tadv = — eg/ llg|le 

where g =V x log (Pstart (ys | E (c, 4; ) ; @)) + log (Pena (Ye | E (c, 4; 9) ; 8)) 

For each iteration, var_4_adv_loss” computes and back-propagates two different losses, i.e. one of reg- 
ular question answering and another for L.4py , while var_4_base? add L py to Lo 4. In[MDGI7]it 
is observed the model could trivially learn to make the perturbations insignificant by learning embed- 
dings with very large norm and, to prevent this pathological solution, var_4_base_norm_embed? is 
designed to replace the embeddings with normalized embeddings. 

VAR-5. A further variation is to apply the technique for generating virtual adversarial samples in 
the embedding layer described in [MDG17]. We extend such approach from text-classification on 
LSTMs to question answering on DistilBERT, adding the following term to Lo, 

Lavy (E (c,q;9) 739) =KL [Pstart (- | E (ce, 958) 39) || Pstart (- | E (c.g; 9) + rv—adv3 9)] 
+KL|{ Pena (- | E(c, q; 0) ; 7) | Pena (- | E (c,q;) + ry—adv3 9)] 

where Ty—adv = arg ae KL [Pstart (| E (¢, 958) 59) || Pstare (- | (6,5) +7; )] 

+ KL [Pena (- | E (6,45) 59) || Pena (| E(c,458) +75 4)] 
Because Lapy (FE (c,q;0) ,r;0) takes minimum value at r = 0, assuming is differentiable with 
respect to @ and x almost everywhere, its first derivative V,L apy (E (c,q;0),7;0) |-=o is zero. 
Therefore we need the second-order Taylor approximation, requiring the computation of the related 
Hessian, which requires O (d?) becoming unfeasibly large for high dimensional input space. Hence, 
we calculate an approximated virtual adversarial perturbation by performing a single iteration of the 
power method exposed in [MiMK™* 16] on 

Ty-adv =€9/ ||9llz 

where g =VesiadkL [Pstart (- | S; 0) | Prtart (- | s+ d; 6)] 

+ KL [Pena (: | $59) || Pena (- | s+ 4; 4)]



We experimented several values of € (var_5_base”), including « = 5 which produced the best 
performance in [MDG17] for text-classification on LSTMs, several values for €, which is a parameter 
of the power method to approximate the dominant eigenvector of the Hessian [MiMK* 16]. We also 
experimented a second iteration of the power method (var_5_pow_2’). 

VAR-6. We experimented energy based modeling following [LCH* 06, Hin02]. The energy func- 
tion for this problem is defined as 

_ log (Pstart (Ys | ¢,459)) + log (Pena (Ye | G5 9) 
2 

Our baseline can be seen as an energy based model with loss functions equals to the energy function, 
which in the context of EBMs is usually considered a sub-optimal choice. Given a training sample 
(c, q, y), let’s define the most offending incorrect answer y = (8, €) €N? as the start / end position pair 
that has the lowest energy among all the answers that are different from the correct answer. Hence, 
our hinge loss (var_6_hinge*) is defined as 

Lninge (¢,9,y3 9) =max {0,m+T (c,q,y;9) —TP(c,4,9;4)} (4) 

where ™ is the positive margin. Adopting hinge loss the model is incentivated to minimize the 
difference between the energies of the correct answer and the most offending incorrect answer 
penalized linearly when larger than —m. The hinge loss only depends on energy differences, hence 
individual energies are not constrained to take any particular value, which during experimentation 
was observed to be a great problem, as explained in section 5. Hence, we modified the hinge loss 
with a contrastive term defined as the weighted average of all the answers that are different from the 
correct answer (var_6_neg’) , i.e. 

TP (c,q,y;8) =   

1 1 
Lneg (c,q, 39) =r (c,q,y;9) —~ S> l(c, q, 9; 9) (5) 

aoey | aazy 

ENS. Linear ensembles of best performant variants. 

4 Experiments 

Data. In-domain datasets are SQUAD [RZLL16] (50,000 train-samples, 10,507 dev-samples), 

NewsQA [TWY7*17] (50,000 train-samples, 4,212 dev-samples), Natural Questions [KPR* 19] 

(50,000 train-samples, 12,836 dev-samples). Out-of-domain datasets are DuoRC [SAKS18] (127 
train-samples, 126 dev-samples, 1248 test-samples), RACE [LXL*17] (127 train-samples, 126 
dev-samples, 419 test-samples), RelationExtraction [LSCZ17] (127 train-samples, 126 dev-samples, 
2693 test-samples). 

Evaluation method. Evaluation metrics are Flscore and Exact Match (EM), as defined in 

[RZLL16]. 

Experimental details. Unless otherwise specified in table 1, all experiments adopted learning rate 
3e-5, batch size 16, AdamW solver [LH17], models were trained on 3 epochs on in-domain train-sets 

and 20 epochs on out-of-domain train-sets. The specific hyperparameters adopted are indicated in 
table 1. 

4.1 Results 

Table 1 reports quantitative results obtained from the different variants. The VAR-1 sub-variant 
var_1_anneal_sep_embed (\ = 0.03), even if not fine-tuned on the out-of-domain trainset, outper- 

forms the baseline by ~0.86% Fl-score. In [LKP19], for validation datasets (BioProcess [TSBW™ 13], 

ComplexWebQuestion [TB18], MCTest [RBR13], QAMR [MSH*17], QAST [JHT09]and TREC 
[VOO01]), the average Fl-score of the models was about ~1.5% higher than the baseline, hence in our 

case, although we were able to outperform the baseline, we observe a in-domain bias reduction a bit 
lower. Also, our optimal variation adopts \ = 0.03 while the best one in [LKP19] adopts \ = 0.01,



  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

sys ge In-domain Out-of-domain 
YaRGR Sub-vanialion TrainFI/EM Dev FI/EM | TrainFI/EM DevFI/EM Test FI/EM 
baseline baseline 81.97/66.32 70.56/54.70 | 49.49/32.81 49.17/35.34 - 

baseline_ft 78.56/61.64 66.58/50.45 | 82.39/68.50 50.36 /34.82 - 

var_1_base (\ = 0.03) 79.65/62.70 71.03 /54.82 | 47.73/29.66 49.01 /32.20 - 
var_1_base_ft (A = 0.03) - - 82.26 /67.98  50.20/34.82 - 
var_1_anneal (A = 0.01) 81.54/65.31 70.81/54.37 | 46.93/29.92 48.28/31.68 - 
var_1_anneal_ft (A = 0.01) = - 81.40/67.72 49.07 / 33.25 - 

VAR-1 var_l_anneal_sep_embed (A = 0.01) 78.44/61.09 70.34/54.33 | 46.88/30.97 48.82 /33.51 - 
var_l_anneal_sep_embed_ft (A = 0.01) - - 82.11/68.50 50.45 / 35.34 - 

var_l_anneal_sep_embed (A = 0.03)? 78.61/61.29 70.33/54.53 | 47.69/29.66 51.22/34.55 - 

var_l_anneal_sep_embed_ft (A = 0.03)° - - 79.68 /65.62 51.11/ 34.82 - 

var_l_random_token (A = 0.03) - - 48.38 /30.18 45.41 /29.32 - 

VAR-2 var_2_base (A = 0.03) 78.44/61.09 70.34/54.33 | 46.88/30.97 48.43 /33.25 - 
var_2_base_ft (A = 0.03) - - 82.11/68.50 49.69 / 35.34 - 

VAR-3 var_3_base (A = 0.03) 78.05 /60.96 70.91/54.87 | 50.22/34.12 47.39/33.77 - 
var_3_base_ft (A = 0.03) - - 80.71 /67.19  48.07/32.98 - 

var_4_adv_loss (€« = 5) 82.20/67.17 70.90/54.66 | 48.29/32.28 48.14/33.51 - 
var_4_adv_loss_ft (€ = 5) - - 80.92 /68.24 48.67/32.98 - 

var_4_base (€ = 5) 79.88 /63.70 72.09/56.15 | 51.47/35.43 49.69 / 35.34 - 

var_4_base_ft (e = 5)* - - 72.90/56.17 51.57/36.39 59.41 / 41.42 
var_4_base (€ = 8) 80.61 /64.70 72.03/56.18 | 48.19/32.28  47.45/31.94 - 

VAR-4 var_4_base_ft (€ = 8) - - 48.19 /32.28 47.45 /31.94 - 
var_4_base (€ = 2) 83.50/68.25  71.78/55.71 | 49.57/31.76 48.54/35.08 - 

var_4_base_ft (« = 2) - - 80.80 /66.93 51.26 / 35.08 - 
var_4_base_norm_embed (€ = 5) 79.25 162.93 71.55/55.72 | 50.84/33.86 48.10/33.77 - 

var_4_base_norm_embed_ft (€ = 5) - - 50.18 / 33.33 48.59 / 33.77 - 

var_4_base_norm_embed (€ = 8) 78.38/61.97 71.60/55.83 | 49.89/34.12 49.72 /34.03 - 
var_4_base_norm_embed_ft (€ = 8) - - 49.25 /33.86  48.77/33.25 - 

var_5_base (€ = 5,€ = le — 1) 77.84/60.22  70.22/54.06 | 48.84/31.50 49.14/33.77 - 
var_5_base_ft (« = 5,€ = le — 1) - - 49.07 /32.02 48.94 / 33.25 - 
var_5_base (€ = 8,€ = le — 1) 78.98/61.70 70.61/54.46 | 45.58/28.87 44.96/ 29.06 - 
var_5_base_ft (« = 8,€ = le — 1) - - 46.76/29.92 44.86/ 28.80 - 

VAR-5 var_5_base (€ = 2,€ = le — 1) 75.56/57.92 71.60/55.47 | 49.59/32.02 48.34/32.46 - 
var_5_base_ft (« = 2,€ = le — 1) - - 49.37 /32.02 48.50/ 32.98 - 
var_5_base (« = 5,€ = le — 6) 77.84/60.22 70.22/54.06 | 48.84/31.50 49.14/33.77 7 
var_5_base_ft (« = 5,€ = le — 6) - - 49.07 /32.02 48.94 / 33.25 - 
var_5_pow_2 (« = 5,€ = le — 1) 77.84/60.22 70.22/54.06 | 48.84/31.50 49.14/33.77 - 
var_5_pow_2_ft (« = 5,€ = le —1) - - 49.07 /32.02 48.94 / 33.25 - 

VAR-6 var_6_hinge (m = 1) 2 . 11.60/04.72 12.24/04.19 7 
var_6_neg (y = 10) 78.35/60.56 69.34/53.53 | 45.57/27.82 45.84/30.89 - 

ENS 0.4* + 0.4® + 0.159 4 0.05 a s . 52.65/36.13 60.384 / 42.133 
0.05 + 0.35% + 0.15% + 0.45°     53.46 / 37.70 61.288 / 43.486   

Table 1: Quantitative results obtained from the different variants. Sub-variants with the suffix 
“ ft” indicate models trained on in-domain trainsets (3 epochs) and on out-of-domain trainsets 

(20 epochs), while sub-variants without such suffix indicate models trained only on in-domain 
trainsets. Devset Fl-score / EM in bold outperformed the baseline finetuned on oo-domain trainset 
(baseline_ft). We have five variants and two linear ensembles able to outperform in Fl-score 

baseline_ft. Var_1_anneal_sep_embed (A = 0.03), although not finetuned on oo-domain trainset, 

was able to outperform baseline_ft by a margin of approximately 0.86%, while var_4_base_ft (e« = 5) 
was able to outperform baseline_ft by 1.21%. Our best linear ensemble was able to outperform 
baseline_ft by 3.10%. Test Fl-score / EM are the ones obtained on the test leaderboard. 
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(a) Lavy for var_l_anneal_sep_embed (pink), var_2_base (red), var_3_base (green), exponential smoothing averaged (a = 0.6). 
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(b) Lp for var_l_anneal_sep_embed (pink), var_2_base (red), var_3_base (green), exponential smoothing averaged (a = 0.6). 

Figure 1: L.py (a) and Lp (b) for var_l_anneal_sep_embed (pink), var_2_base (red), var_3_base 

(green), exponential smoothing averaged (a = 0.6). 

and we adopted a different procedure to extract [SEP] tokens than the one in [LKP19], that we think 

was not implemented correctly. As explained in section 5, we found confirmation Lp is affected by 
vanishing gradients both in VAR-1 and VAR-2, although this problem affects VAR-2 more seriously. 
VAR-3 was designed to solve the problem adopting Wasserstein GAN, but doing so it creates a bigger 
problem, as explained in section 5. The best sub-variant of VAR-4, var_4_base_ft (€ = 5), was 

able to outperform baseline_ft by 1.21%, achieving a superior improvement than the one found in 
[MDG17] (~1.11% error rate). On the other hand, no VAR-5 sub-variant was able to outperform 

baseline_ft, which is pretty surprising considering that virtual adversarial training achieved the best 
improvement over the baseline in [MDG17]. Energy based sub-variants of VAR-6 performed pretty 
poorly, although the one adopting hinge loss was affected by higher bias, as explained in section 5. 
Finally, our best linear ensemble was able to outperform baseline_ft by 3.10%. 

5 Analysis 

The gap between in-domain train Fl-score vs. dev Fl-score is a measure of the variance of the 
learning algorithm, and we can see that in the baseline it is around ~11.41%, while the gap between 
in-domain dev Fl-score vs. out-of-domain dev Fl-score is a measure of the in-domain bias of the 
learning algorithm, and we can see that in the baseline it is around ~21.39%. On the other hand, when 
a model is finetuned on out-of-domain train-sets, the gap between out-of-domain dev F1-score of 
the finetuned model vs. out-of-domain dev F1-score of the non-finetuned one is a measure of the 
out-of-domain finetuning gain, and we can see that in baseline vs. baseline_ft it is around ~1.19%. 
Domain adaptation techniques focus on maximizing the out-of-domain finetuning gain, while domain 
generalization techniques, which are the ones we adopted, focus on minimizing the in-domain bias. 

Fig. 1 shows Lapy and Lp for key sub-variants of VAR-1, VAR-2 and VAR-3. Specifically, 
we found confirmation £-p is affected by vanishing gradients both in VAR-1 (KL-divergence loss 
in [LKP19]) and VAR2 (the discriminator loss in the original GAN paper [GPAM™ 14]). VAR-3 

was designed to solve the problem adopting Wasserstein GAN [ACB17] with gradient penalty and 
indeed it fixed the vanishing gradient problem, but it is clear that the discriminator is outmatched



by the QA model. This suggests the choice in [LKP19] of adopting a discriminator based on a 
multilayer perceptron is not optimal considering the QA model is a transformer with a so larger 
capacity. This observation suggested to extract not only the [SEP] and [CLS] tokens but also k 
random token representations from DistiIBERT (var_l_random_token) to enrich the feature space of 

the discriminator. Better results could be probably achieved designing and training a larger capacity 
discriminator, possibly based on the same architecture of the QA model (choice, that usually works 
in computer vision). 

VAR-4 in its default setting (i.e. var_4_base_ft with e = 5) leverages amazingly the idea of 
local distributional smoothness (LDS) expressed in [MiMK* 16]. We can see this is not only the 

best sub-variant but also the one with the highest in-domain dev Fl-score, which is a wonderful 
confirmation of the regularization effects of LDS, i.e. promoting smoothness of the model distribution. 
Interestingly, as showed in [MiMK* 16], LDS regularization is parametrization invariant, i.e. if 
0* = arg maxg T (6) then f (0*) = arg maxg T (f (0)), property not satisfied by the more popular 
L, regularization [FTO1]. This could explain why we found so good performance with our first- 
guess parameters. Indeed, we experimented € > 5 more as double check without really expecting 
improvements, as the adversarial perturbation is clearly too far from the initial input embeddings, 
while € < 5 still assures good performance. This potential correlation between model regularization 
and in-domain bias reduction should be investigated in future study. 

On the other hand, the virtual adversarial regularization method experimented with VAR-5 affects 
the model with high bias, as proven by the low in-domain train Fl-score, leading to pretty similar 
performance regardless of the hyper-parameters adopted. This is a bit surprising considering the 
results reported in [MDG17] for text classification on LSTMs, and probably further study should 
investigate ways to mitigate these side effects while preserving the regularization properties. 

Experimenting the EBMs of VAR-6, we observed the hinge loss of equation 4 only depends on energy 
differences, hence individual energies are not constrained to take any particular value, which was a 
major problem. While the model can learn the correct answer, it can hardly learn the most offending 
incorrect answer, as clearly shown by the related learning curves. The loss with the contrastive term 
of equation 5 improves significantly the performance, but not enough to beat the baseline. 

Lastly, the fact that our best linear ensemble, combining VAR-1 and VAR-4 sub-variants, was able 
to outperform baseline_ft by 3.10%, significantly better than our best single model, proves an high 
ensemble gain which, in turn, suggests these variants are able to regularize the model producing 
accurate predictions relatively weakly correlated. 

6 Conclusion 

We experimented adversarial training, virtual adversarial training and energy-based methods to 
reduce in-domain bias in cross-domain question answering. We found successful two different and 
complementary approaches of adversarial training. One is based on incentivating the model to learn 
domain-invariant features from specific tokens and against a discriminator network, while the other 
is based on challenging the model through adversarial perturbations on word and positional embed- 
dings, promoting local distributional smoothness. Combined together through linear ensembling, 
they achieve >3% Fl-score improvement over the regular fine-tuning process, proving both their 
effectiveness and complementarity. Virtual adversarial training turned out to have an overwhelming 
regularization effect on the training process, while experimented energy-based methods biased exces- 
sively the model. Further research would be advisable to investigate two interesting directions. One 
is designing a more balanced variant of the first adversarial training approach, having a discriminator 
network with comparable capacity of the QA model and based on transformers. In this way, adopting 
Wasserstein GAN to prevent vanishing gradients, the discriminator would not be easily outmatched, 
pushing even more the QA model to learn domain-invariant features. The other is investigating 
whether the side effects of virtual adversarial training can be mitigated preserving the regularization 
properties. 
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(a) Adversarial loss for key VAR-5 sub-variants, exponential smoothing averaged (a = 0.6). 
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(b) Regular QA loss for key VAR-5 sub-variants, exponential smoothing averaged (a = 0.6). 

Figure 2: Adversarial and regular QA loss for key VAR-5 sub-variants, exponential smoothing 
averaged (a = 0.6). We can see after initial ~8,000 iteration, both the adversarial and regular QA 

loss are pretty much unable to improve significantly. 
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7 Appendix 

7.1 Learning Curves 

Fig. 2 shows adversarial and regular QA loss for key VAR-5 sub-variants, while fig. 3 shows EBM’s 
hinge loss of equation 4 (red) and the improved one with the contrastive term of equation 5 (blue). 
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Figure 3: EBM’s hinge loss of equation 4 (red) and the improved one with the contrastive term of 
equation 5 (blue), exponential smoothing averaged (a = 0.6). While the model can learn the correct 
answer, it can hardly learn the most offending incorrect answer. 

7.2 Saliency Maps 

Fig. 4 shows examples of output saliency maps generated by the baseline and var_4_base_ft 
(€ = 5), while fig. 5 shows examples of output saliency maps generated by (a) the baseline and (b) 
var_1_anneal_sep_embed (A = 0.03). They are obtained considering magnitudes of gradients along 
the sequence in the embedding space. Tokenization is performed at sub-word level. 
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[CLS] where is the longest mountain range in the world ? [SEP] our 
planet was born some billions of years ago . ever since this planet has 

developed , it has surprised us human beings . no matter how much 

we human beings have developed technological ##ly , we cannot ever 

create this kind of natural planet . the human race can only discover 

some amazing facts about it . let us find out what some of them are 

. on september 13 , 1922 el aziz ##ia , a place in libya , recorded 

a temperature of 136 degrees fa ##hre ##nh ##eit . this was the 

highest temperature ever measured on the planet earth . the highest 

waterfall in the world is angel falls in venezuela , which drops from an 

amazing height of 3 , 212 feet . the waterfall drops over the edge of au 

##yan ##te ##pu ##i in the can ##ai ##ma national park . the 

gravitational pull of the earth can be escaped if someone moves at a 

speed of 6 . 95 miles per second . at such a speed , one could travel from 

new york to philadelphia in just 20 seconds . if the entire water in the 

world ’ s oceans eva ##por ##ated , the salt we got from these oceans 

could cover the entire planet with a 500 - foot deep layer of salt . the 

deepest lake on earth is lake bai ##kal in russia . lake bai ##kal is 

the largest freshwater lake in the world , containing about 20 % of the 

world’s un ##fr ##0z ##en surface fresh water . the andes in south 

f over 4 , 525 miles . this is the longest mountain range 

in the world . did you know that the biggest valley in the world is the 

grand valley in mesa county , colorado and grand county , utah ? it is 

about 30 miles ( 48 km ) long and 5 miles ( 8 km ) wide , along the 
colorado river . the amazing facts about the earth are too many to be 

told completely above . [SEP] 

  

(a) Output saliency map generated by the baseline. 

[CLS] where is the longest mountain range in the world ? [SEP] our 
planet was born some billions of years ago . ever since this planet has 

developed , it has surprised us human beings . no matter how much 

we human beings have developed technological ##ly , we cannot ever 

create this kind of natural planet . the human race can only discover 

some amazing facts about it . let us find out what some of them are 

. on september 13 , 1922 el aziz ##ia , a place in libya , recorded 

a temperature of 136 degrees fa ##hre ##nh ##eit . this was the 

highest temperature ever measured on the planet earth . the highest 

waterfall in the world is angel falls in venezuela , which drops from an 

amazing height of 3 , 212 feet . the waterfall drops over the edge of au 

##yan ##te ##pu ##i in the can ##ai ##ma national park . the 

gravitational pull of the earth can be escaped if someone moves at a 

speed of 6 . 95 miles per second . at such a speed , one could travel from 

new york to philadelphia in just 20 seconds . if the entire water in the 

world ’ s oceans eva ###por ##ated , the salt we got from these oceans 

could cover the entire planet with a 500 - foot deep layer of salt . the 

deepest lake on earth is lake bai ##kal in russia . lake bai ##kal is 

the largest freshwater lake in the world , containing about 20 % of the 

world’s un ##fr ##0z ##en surface fresh water . the andes in south 

over 4 , 525 miles . this is the longest mountain range 

in the world . did you know that the biggest valley in the world is the 

grand valley in mesa county , colorado and grand county , utah ? it is 

about 30 miles ( 48 km ) long and 5 miles ( 8 km ) wide , along the 
colorado river . the amazing facts about the earth are too many to be 

told completely above . [SEP] 

(b) Output saliency map generated by var_4_base_ft (€ = 5). 

Figure 4: Examples of output saliency maps generated by (a) the baseline and (b) var_4_base_ft 
(€ = 5). Q: where is the longest mountain range in the world? They are pretty similar, but we can see 

that while the most “influent” token for the prediction of the baseline is “America” (which is different 
from the predicted answer), the most “influent” token for the prediction of our VAR-4 sub-variant is 

“Andes’’, which is the specific name of mountain ranges. 
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[CLs] who is lo ’ s daughter ? [SEP] the film starts with a brief rec ##oll 

##ection of the ” killing angel” , a dangerous assassin that has been operating 

in most of southeast asia . the killing angel has no known acc ##tomp #¥#lices 

or colleagues , is not affiliated with any government , religious , or criminal 

organization , and to this date their true identity has still remained secret . 

the killing angel is believed to be responsible for 6 murders in the past year 

alone , with only one thing connecting each of the assassination ##s - all the 

victims were criminals and deserved to die . then the movie quickly moves on 

to the killing angel ’ s most recent killing , the well - publicized assassination 

of a notorious ex - ya ##ku ##za crime boss . working swiftly , the killing 

angel is able to overcome the criminal ’ s defense systems , quickly inca ##pac 

##itating the boss ’ s bodyguards and iso ##lating his target . in a fit of 

desperation , the crime boss promises to triple whatever fee the killing angel is 

being paid to kill him , then goes on to warn the vi ##gil ##ante that there is 

a massive revenge fund set to avenge his killing . ignoring his pleas , the killing 

angel silently kills the crime boss . the scene then switches over to the story of 

fu ( jet li) , a small - town gang member who lives an extremely simple and 

modest lifestyle , albeit being a contract killer . it is revealed that fu is very kind 

and has trouble killing innocent people , a trait that causes him to be disliked 

by the other low - rent triad members . when fu ’ s boss reveals that there is 

now a 

(a) Output saliency map generated by the baseline. 

[CLS] who is 16 ’ s GAWBEVE ? [SEP] the film starts with a brief rec ##oll 
## ection of the ” killing angel” , a dangerous assassin that has been operating 

in most of southeast asia . the killing angel has no known acc ##omp ##lices 

or colleagues , is not affiliated with any government , religious , or criminal 

organization , and to this date their true identity has still remained secret . 

the killing angel is believed to be responsible for 6 murders in the past year 

alone , with only one thing connecting each of the assassination ##s - all the 

victims were criminals and deserved to die . then the movie quickly moves on 

to the killing angel ’ s most recent killing , the well - publicized assassination 

of a notorious ex - ya ##ku ##za crime boss . working swiftly , the killing 

angel is able to overcome the criminal ’ s defense systems , quickly inca ##pac 

##itating the boss ’ s bodyguards and iso ##lating his target . in a fit of 

desperation , the crime boss promises to triple whatever fee the killing angel is 

being paid to kill him , then goes on to warn the vi ##gil ##ante that there is 

a massive revenge fund set to avenge his killing . ignoring his pleas , the killing 

angel silently kills the crime boss . the scene then switches over to the story of 

fu ( jet li ) , a small - town gang member who lives an extremely simple and 

modest lifestyle , albeit being a contract killer . it is revealed that fu is very kind 

and has trouble killing innocent people , a trait that causes him to be disliked 

by the other low - rent triad members . when fu ’ s boss reveals that there is 

now a 

  

(b) Output saliency map generated by var_1_anneal_sep_embed (A = 0.03). 

Figure 5: Examples of output saliency maps generated by (a) the baseline and (b) 
var_l_anneal_sep_embed (A = 0.03). Q: who is Lo’s daughter? While there is no answer to 
such question in the paragraph, the baseline is highly affected by words like “Southeast Asia” and 
“triad members”. On the contrary, our VAR-1 sub-variant looks to be weakly influenced by the details 
of the paragraph. 
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